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FEATURE | ANIMAL MITIGATION

BY MARTY NILES, Cantega Technologies

Utilities in North America are under enormous pressure from regu
lators, customers, and investors to improve reliability performance. 
Many of the mergers and acquisitions of utilities around North 

America are being conditioned on how combining two or more companies 
would improve statistics from utility indexes and indicators including SAIFI 
(System Average Interruption Frequency Index), SAIDI (System Average 
Interruption Duration Index) and CAIDI (Customer Average Interruption 
Duration Index). Utility executives should leave no stone left unturned when 
addressing this challenge.

While storm hardening with stronger poles, undergrounding of circuits, 
and lifting substations out of flood areas is being aggressively pursued with 
billions of dollars in capital spending, many utilities recognize some “low 
hanging fruit” exists to improve reliability. 

“Whereas outages caused by vehicle accidents and storm events are dif cult 
to tackle, animalcaused outages can be addressed using straightforward 
methods involving insulation and isolation,” says Rick Harness, Certified Wild
life Biologist, EDM International Inc., an electric utility consulting company.

A comprehensive survey was initiated by the Electric Power Research 
Insti tute (EPRI) in 1998 to determine the causes and solutions for ani mal
caused outages in the United States. Animals were responsible for approximate
ly nine percent of outage frequency and seven percent of outage duration from 
1993 to 1997. Furthermore, approximately nine percent of all outages were 
recorded as unknown, and some of these were likely animal related. In 2013, 
Eaton published its “Blackout Tracker Annual Report”. This report is generated 
using publicly available outage information from sources including news 
services and websites. In 2013, they tabulated 3,236 outages and, similar to the 
EPRI report, assigned six percent to animals with 17 percent unknown. 

Importantly, utilities must know that three U.S. federal laws protect birds, 
and utilities risk prosecution if they fail to take steps to alleviate avian elec
trocutions. The laws are the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (which covers 1,026 
species of birds as of 2013), the Endangered Species Act (which covers 97 
species of birds), and the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. Accordingly, 
many utilities have developed Avian Protection Plans (APPs) to address pro
actively avian power line incidents. According to the federal Avian Protection 
Plan (APP) Guidelines, the implementation of an APP will greatly reduce avian 
risk, as well as the risk of enforcement. According to the Avian Power Line 
Interaction Committee, APP Guidelines aid utilities by offering a framework 
with principles and examples to follow when developing their plan.

In 2012, the California Energy Commission supported EDM Inter na
tion  al’s efforts to model avian electrocutions in basic terms. The resulting 
mod el allows utilities to focus mitigation efforts where avian contacts are 
most likely to happen, thus allowing them to direct resources in a strategic 
manner. The need to source the best solutions for preventing animal and 
birdcaused outages is gaining greater importance.

In 2010, the IEEE Standards Association published, IEEE standard 1656: 
“Guide for Testing the Electrical, Mechanical, and Durability Performance of 
Wildlife Protective Devices on Overhead Power Distribution Systems Rated Up 
to 38 kilovolts”, a new guide relating to animal and bird coverup properties. 
The guide is applicable to wildlife protective products installed on overhead 
electrical distribution systems. The guide provides test recommendations 
regarding these products that are in direct contact or in the proximity of 
energized parts and conductors. 

The purpose of IEEE standard 1656 is to recommend test procedures to
eval uate the electrical, mechanical, and durability performance of wild life pro
tective products. The guide provides the end user with test recom men dations 
to ensure that these products will not compromise the dielectric performance 
of the supporting structure, will not cause premature failure due to normal 
environmental conditions, and will minimize the possibility of a momentary 
or permanent outage to the electrical system in the event of wildlife interaction. 
Electric utilities should refer to IEEE standard 1656 to ensure that facility man
agers are securing coverup that is compliant with the IEEE guide. 

ANIMAL & BIRD COVER-UP IN SUBSTATIONS
When evaluating coverup for use in a substation, the following criteria should 
be considered: 1) animal species present and the nature and frequency of their 
activities; 2) susceptibility of various points in the substation to animal contact; 

ANIMAL MITIGATION FOR ELECTRIC UTILITIES
Prevent animal- and bird-caused outages to improve reliability

“Animal- and bird-caused outage issues are 
a significant reliability issue for AltaLink, in 

addition to being costly for our customers. Taking the best 
measures available to address this prominent issue is our 
responsibility for protecting our assets, the environment 
and ensuring a constant supply of electricity services to 
government, business, and consumers.”

- Todd Sutherland, Reliability Engineer, AltaLink
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3) potential consequences of animal caused outages; and, 
4) seriousness of an outage. 

Animal contact may be phasetophase or phaseto
ground. Figure 1 shows the basic test for determining 
whether a given species can cause an outage at a given 
location. The risk distance, as mentioned in Figure 1, is 
the greatest distance an animal’s body can span when 
its tail and/or wings are fully extended.

In estimating the potential consequences of an animal
caused outage and the resulting costs, both mon etary 
and nonmonetary, the following factors that should 
be con sidered include equipment damage costs and the 
cost of employee time for making repairs. Additionally, 
utilities must consider loss of revenue, based on 
outage duration information—both for the utility 
and downstream to customer sites. Moreover, utilities 
should consider fines or other consequences related 
to injury or fatality to pro tected species. Lastly, utilities 
must keep customer rela tions in mind when listing po
tential consequences.

Once the range of potential consequences has been 
identified and the costs and likelihood of each scenario 
estimated, the operating authority can rank the ser
ious ness of each scenario according to its own in ternal 
cri ter ia (refer to sidebar below). 

What utilities should analyze when 
examining animal-caused outages
1. Projected frequency of the outages
2. Customers who will be affected and the 

nature of the effects
3. Critical load considerations
4. Possible media attention or unfavorable 

public reaction
5. Influence on operating authority 

reliability statistics, which could affect 
return and internal targets

SUBSTATION PROTECTION
Based on this assessment (that is, the ranking order of
potential consequences), the appropriate level of pro
tection can be chosen for the substation. In sub sta
tions, equipment that typically should be covered, de
pending on the species at issue, include the examples 
in Figure 2 on page 46. 

A conductor cover should be applied at cover exit 
points to ensure the span or reach of a bird or animal 
does not pose a risk for contact.

All coverup should have a dielectric rating intended 
for continuous use at distribution substation voltages. 
Furthermore, coverup should meet the operating 
authorities Air Gap requirements and preserve an ac
ceptable BIL rating on all insulators. Coverup should 
use fastening that is resistant to being opened by an

Figure 1: 
Basic test to determine whether a species can cause an outage at a given location
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imals and allow free drainage once the covers are in place. Ideally, covers 
should be able to be removed without damage so that they are reuseable.

CAPITAL BUDGET OR O&M EXPENSE
The goal of any coverup program is to improve reliability while minimizing 
emergency callouts, costly outages to customers, consequential damage to equip
ment as well as protecting wildlife, including birds. The return on investment 
and actual dollar savings from preventing outages will be derived from 
the avoidance of unplanned callouts, equipment repairs, lost revenue and 
downstream customer lost productivity costs due to outages. 

Many utilities are able to capitalize the cost of retrofitting a substation 
using coverup materials. The installation of coverup throughout the low 
side of an existing substation is a reliability improvement also referred to 
as a system betterment. Regulatory boards in a number of jurisdictions 
have accepted these reliability improvements as a capital cost. When cover
up materials are installed on a substation during the station construction, 
scoping in the coverup cost early in the process avoids many budgeting or 
costing issues. More importantly, this advantage ensures that reliability is 
improved while the risk of a wildlifecaused outage damaging costly and 
critical assets is reduced significantly.

COVER-UP ENGINEERING STANDARDS
To assist its customers with developing standards for selecting a substation 
coverup solution, Cantega Technologies has written an engineering stan
dard for animal coverup in outdoor substations. The engineering standard 
provides detailed descriptions on coverup recommendations for equip
ment, vendor selection guidelines, coverage requirements based on specific 
species at issue as well as other considerations. When evaluating coverup 
solutions, utilities should ensure that products meet the following criteria 
(refer to the “Meeting Animal Mitigation Standards” and the “Evaluating 
Cover-Up Solutions” sidebars).

In addition to purchasing covers, customers are purchasing expertise and 
installation support. Key considerations include prequote visits to assess 

the coverage required, detailed site protection plans showing the types of 
coverage recommended and post purchase installation support. Energized 
installation support is now available in the market and adheres to strict work 
methods and procedures to support utilities where outages to apply cover
up solutions are not possible. Until now, energized installation support has not 
been comprehensively available; however, this option is currently accessible 
based on the availability of precise fit covers that are designed for energized 
installation.

CURRENT COVER-UP SOLUTIONS
Solutions to address the issue of animal and birdcaused outages have his
torically been available in the market in the form of massproduced covers 
that are a onesizefitsall offering of commodity style coverup. Mass 
produced covers are not designed to precisely fit the equipment and, con
sequently, leave gaps in coverage that can still cause outages. Additionally, 
massproduced commodity covers are frequently field modified to improve 
fit, resulting in yet again, gaps in coverage. Taping is often used where mass
produced covers simply will not fit the equipment or structure. However, 
taping is very time consuming and often has to be replaced. While coverup 
selection has historically been limited, based on using current technologies, 
the range of precise fit coverup availability is now unlimited.

Technologies have improved in the past 10 years and covers are now avail
able to produce improved fitting results to prevent animal and birdcaused 
outages. An improved fitting eliminates gaps in coverage and prevents nesting 
cavities both of which have been issues with legacy coverup. ET

Cantega Technologies was founded in 2001 by Marty Niles, a power lineman 
with over 25 years of experience in the electricity industry. Marty has developed 
new technologies, methods, and manufacturing processes to produce an 
unlimited range of precise-fit cover-up. 

COMMENTS: mniles@cantega.com

Figure 2: 

ANIMAL COVERS
Types of equipment to cover in substations

Transformers (low side)

Lightning arrestors

Breakers

Voltage regulators

Station service

Metering Equipment (power trans-
formers, current transformers)

Gang-operated main bus 
switches

Gang-operated vertically 
mounted air breaks

Gang-operated Bus Tie/Normal-
ly Open Switches

Gang-operated Switches on 
either side of breaker

Bus support insulators, includ-
ing expansion joints

Crossover bus ties

Current limiting reactors

Terminators 

Capacitor banks
Fused disconnect switches

The center phase or all three 
phases throughout 

the substation

Other locations based on 
station configuration

Nesting cavities (open bus ends or 
openings in structural steel tubing)
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Designed for continuous use on equipment 
operating at applicable distribution voltages Expected service life including, as applicable

•	 Ultra	violet	(UV)	resistance	
•	 General	mechanical	life

Other material requirements including, 
as applicable
•	 Product	color	requirements	
•	 Requirements	related	to	material	composition		

and sourcing

Materials testing requirements including, 
as applicable
•	 A	list	of	test	results	to	be	furnished	by	the	vendor
•	 Test	acceptance	standards	(pass/fail	or	

minimum acceptable test result); refer to IEEE 
standard 1656: “Guide for Testing the Electri-
cal, Mechanical, and Durability Performance of 
Wildlife Protective Devices on Overhead Power 
Distribution Systems Rated Up to 38 kilovolts”

Specific to the equipment to be covered

Tight fit on covered equipment

Quick installation with minimum on-site 
modification (cutting holes, ports)

Possible quality control requirements due to the 
operating authority’s quality assurance (QA) and 
quality control (QC) programs, including necessary
 product traceability, if required

Easy removal for equipment maintenance and 
inspection, without damage to covers, so covers 
can	be	reused/reinstalled

Required	warranty	period

Provide gap-free coverage, which includes the 
following considerations

•	 Working conductors leading into or out of 
protected equipment shall be covered

•	 Where required, conductor covers shall be ap-
plied before any other cover-up for equipment 
is installed  

•	 Conductor cover shall be applied such that af-
ter the animal cover-up products are installed, 
there will be continuous coverage of the 
equipment and conductor(s), without gaps, 
extending away from the equipment for a dis-
tance determined by the operating authority 

•	 In cases where at-risk energized equipment 
such as sight glass must be left uncovered or 
partially uncovered, the proposed solution 
will incorporate redundant coverage to ad-
dress the risk
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Suggested criteria for cover-up solutions What utilities should evaluate when 
choosing a cover-up solution

MEETING ANIMAL MITIGATION STANDARDS EVALUATING COVER-UP MATERIALS


